
Programming Electronic Speed Controllers

Turnigy Plush Electronic Speed Controllers

For relatively low power motors, say up to 60A, I like Turnigy Plush ESCs available from 
Hobby King. They are light and compact and are inexpensive. Most important they can be 
easily programmed using a card, rather than having to listen to beeps on your transmitter 
(and cursing from what I hear). The only time I need to change the defaults is to set brake 
on for glider propellors.

4-Max High Voltage Electronic Speed Controller

This is a good make for higher power ESCs. Models: PP-TESC90VAU  and   PP-
TESC120VAU handle continuous currents of 90 and 120A. Again a programming device is
available to save stick twirling. The ESC has holes for mounting with screws.

The full manual for the two ESCs and the card can be downloaded from http://www.4-
max.co.uk/pp-tesc120hvau.htm. Move to the bottom of the page. There is also a link to 
download a copy on my website under Flying/Electric flying.

For most lipo applications the default settings will be satisfactory. This is handy as there 
are nine parameters that can be set. The only ones that you might need are 1: brake, 2: 
battery type, 4: motor timing, 7: motor rotation (if soldered in).

The ESC has three signal wires. The long servo-type one is to connect to the throttle 
output on the receiver. The shorter servo wire connects to the card. There is a third red 
anti-spark wire that can be connected via a switch to the red main power wire. If switched 
on before connecting the battery the spark will be suppressed. Switch it off after 
connecting. 

First-time throttle calibration

Do this when connecting up the first time or when changing transmitters. 

 Switch your transmitter on and set the throttle stick to maximum position. 
 Power up your receiver. 
 Connect the battery pack to the ESC. 
 Wait for about 2 seconds, the motor will beep two tone, then pull the throttle stick to 

the zero power position.
 The motor will beep again, which  indicates that your ESC has got the signal range 

of the throttle from your transmitter. 
 The throttle is now calibrated and your ESC is ready for operation. 
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